Hello everyone. Welcome to Part 2 of Conscious Evolution: A New World View. My first transcript offered a very brief overview of some of the global transformational shifts that we as a human race are participating in. And throughout this 6-part series a more in-depth view on the necessity for our conscious evolution will be offered. The sequence of this second transcript offers some essential insight required to shift us beyond our human individuality into an in-depth understanding of how human consciousness and cosmic intelligence interweave over, under and throughout eons of both inter and multidimensional timelines of awareness. And from my perspective, the latter brings humanity together to understand the most profound journey ever experienced in the course of human history.

Until recently scientists defined Earth and its cosmic connection as two separate continuums, however during Earth’s and humanity’s imminent transition in consciousness, the revolving door within the scientific field is expanding beyond its own boundary of perception. This recent logical observation within the scientific field

essentially supports the innate spiritual knowing that life exists beyond Earth. Therefore, as the individualized fields of scientific study and the unified field of cosmic intelligence continue to merge they radiate a pulsation of light that awakens the remembrance of resonance within us, and this resonance emanates as vibrational frequencies within our own pulsation of light.

The more we enable ourselves to understand our Earth-Cosmic connection; the more we fully engage in synthesizing our own frequency as it catapults us beyond the limitation of our human individuality. In our initial awakening phase we pay attention to our spiritual calling; resolve the hologram of our human conditioning; sense or energetically feel the flow of our eternal breath; resonate with the cosmic bloodstream of Earth’s rivers and oceans; and transmit and/or synthesize multiple frequencies of light. We earn the divine right of entry to access our innate, yet vast insight to the aspects of self that live as cosmic intelligence. To attain the latter we use the stars as our eyes to navigate through this enormous celestial structure. Although this initial awakening phase can take lifetimes of learning, once we enable ourselves to resonate with all aspects of our consciousness throughout the cosmos, we modify and alter our awareness to expand beyond the hologram of conditioning within human individuality. At this turning point of our evolutionary cycle we are consciously ready to enter an advanced phase of human life.

Human life enables us to understand that Earth is an entry point for the purpose of understanding our divinity and living in sovereignty. It is also an exit point that leads us to return to our consciousness that is already unified with All-That-Is and bring this awareness home to where we are on Earth. As we journey along our spiral of conscious evolution human life reflects a tiny dot within the vastness of our consciousness. Precise steps along the spiral activate vibrational frequencies within our body that when our light passes through or abides in, its illumination compresses into a tiny flame of light in our body, which eventually expands into a
larger flame. The more our consciousness moves upward on this spiral, the more we feel the pulsation of our vibrational frequency, and the flame that we are, further expands towards infinity. Eventually the last knowing is brought forth, the spiral is pulled inside out and the vastness of our light is fully here, where we are functioning within a physical body. Our willingness to accept that we are multidimensional in nature often stretches our perception; however, as we integrate this awareness, we enter an advanced phase of understanding that enables us to refine our awareness and this helps us to become more open and flexible to the acceptance of our innate cosmic intelligence.

So, fasten your seat belt and hold onto your hat, because the year 2012 implies that the momentum is full speed ahead. This year is an authentically powerful life-changing year that implements the manifestation of a divine plan that sustains the “grand picture” for human life on Earth. It is the year to synthesize our authentic self and implement our genuine innate wisdom with forward action in every area of our lives. The year 2012 is also the year to awaken to our galactic heritage, and enable ourselves to unite with the true lineage of our intergalactic origin.

Everything is always evolving, and all life everywhere is infinitely intertwined yet, we as a human race are just becoming consciously aware of our innate ability to understand the vastness of the universe that we live in. As we attain this awareness we are co-creating an innovative 5th dimensional design that is downloading our innate cosmic intelligence as knowing. This download is, of course, in accordance with our conscious preference as to how we choose to live in the advanced paradigm of human life. Although we are just beginning to perceive a microscopic view of this divine plan, its continuous unfoldment enables us the opportunity to realize the advanced intelligence that truly is a conscious, active and vibrant part of our everyday life.

The cosmic portal that our consciousness flows in and out of in order to synthesize these aspects of our consciousness necessitates that we create a unified connection. The foundation of this union enables us to receive downloads of multiple frequencies that transmit to and from our aspects of cosmic intelligence. Yet, until we fully accept that these aspects of self actually live in these timelines, this reality appears non-existent to our awareness. In truth, aspects of self do exist in other interplanetary civilizations and this knowing awakens the cords of remembrance within us, as if to say, “ah yes, the remembrance of this cosmic perception is familiar.” Because the familiar is always more comfortable than the unknown many within humanity are tempted to resist the evolutionary sequence that virtually pulls us towards the perception that interplanetary civilizations exist. Yet, the more we synthesize our light in this intangible reality the easier it is to celebrate joy for feeling its innate familiarity. In summary, as pioneers we are the hallmark for this quantum leap in human consciousness.

Webster's dictionary defines the word dimension as a “magnitude measured in a particular direction,” which determines the “location of an object or event in time and space.” In our attempt to comprehend the interdimensional time and space that our consciousness weaves through, there is a difference between how dimensional space functions. One-dimensional space is perceived as a distinct line; 2-dimensional space is perceived as horizontal; 3 dimensional spaces encompass length, width and height, and 4-dimensional space fuses the frequency of space and time.
Dimensions emanate timelines of awareness as present-day occurrences, yet play out similar scenarios in parallel or alternate realities. These realities are a direct result of the energetic fusion of our consciousness, which often makes it challenging to discern which dimension we are experiencing in any given moment. As we interweave our consciousness like a grid of light that crisscross over and under the tapestry of our evolutionary journey our awareness flows in and out of these dimensional timelines, just as our breath flows in and out of the cosmic stream. Hence, our conscious understanding of the diversity within time and space is somewhat altered, yet the energetic patterns within other timelines are genuine. As we awaken to the different realities within these non-ordinary timelines we experience a vast expansion of cosmic insight.

The 5th dimension is also the initial portal to other dimensions of consciousness, all of which are neither above nor below. From an advanced perspective, the frequency of this dimension transfigures the human value system, as it enables us to consciously and energetically neutralize all separation between matter (seen) and spirit (unseen). Timelines within the 5th dimension are unified; the “unified self” and the individual you are one. Also the 5th dimension interweaves time and space with the perpetual and eternal. It supports the spherical time-space continuum of non-ordinary reality, and brings this reality home to where we are on Earth. The more we allow ourselves to change our perception and energetically sense the heightened frequencies of this 5th dimensional reality, the more we consciously synthesize a new encodement or “template of understanding” for all of the other dimensions and the universe in which we live.

Most of us think of a dimension or one of its timelines as being somewhere else, yet it is present wherever we are. Imagine that you are a multidimensional being experiencing different
timelines of consciousness at the same time. You may view these experiences separately; however, your soul consciousness views it as one point of perception. The integration of multidimensional timelines creates an abstract reality that sustains a cohesive seed of consciousness. From a 5th dimensional perspective it synergizes balance and equality, is invisible yet real. And acceptance of this awareness is an essential key to our future.

On a subtle level dimensions are a complex system of alternate and/or parallel timelines. In Earth’s universe there are an infinite number of dimensions yet, only 24 of them intertwine with our consciousness. Timelines in 12 of these 24 dimensions are accessible through those adept in clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, or telekinesis. And, some within humanity are frequency holders, skillful enough to energetically feel the frequencies of dimensions as they interpenetrate one another. In actuality everything exists simultaneously; therefore, our consciousness always shifts in and out of this inclusiveness. Are you open to the perspective that your consciousness exists in an infinite number of dimensions simultaneously?

Dimensions within and beyond the 5th further unify our consciousness so that we can live in synergy with all life. Therefore, multidimensional life is where we consciously experience our own resonant pulsating frequency of light as a limitless range of frequencies within which everything exists simultaneously. This emerging cycle of life enables us to consciously experience the totality of all that we are within unified consciousness. The degree to which we energetically feel our light within this inclusiveness is the extent to which we are able to fully manifest this awareness into our reality.
As we realize the greater reflection of our inherent divinity, our perception sustains the knowing that any separation between our human consciousness and our consciousness within cosmic intelligence is virtually impossible. As pioneers for an advanced human race, we have reached a major turning point in human life. And NOW is the time to bring our awareness into alignment with the advanced framework of cosmic intelligence that is very much a part of us. For most of humanity the basic concept that life exists in other star systems, galaxies and universes is out of mind and out of sight, yet the acknowledgement of this truth opens our mind so that our heart resonance catapults us into acceptance of what we consider to be the unknown. We become conscious of the vast universe that we live in, and begin to remember ourselves as interplanetary citizens experiencing Heaven here on Earth. Our divine birthright to live in divinity and sovereignty is fulfilled while in human embodiment. Are you willing to accept that you are a quantum being of light and energy fully embodied here on Earth.

This 6-part series of articles contains essential information for the conscious evolution of humanity. As you read through this series I trust that you, the Reader, will make conscious choices for yourself, assist those you love, and hold the consciousness of both this planet and humanity in your heart so that our shift occurs with as much ease and grace as possible.
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